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Re: CEQA Appeal of Environmental Determination for Tree Removal Permit
Issued for 10034 Westwanda Drive Pursuant to Public Resources Code Section
21151(c); RE1-745954991
Honorable Members of the Los Angeles City Council:
This firm represents the Friends of Westwanda Drive (“FWD” or “Appellant”). On or
about March 7, 2018, the Board of Public Works (“Board”) approved a tree removal permit for
the removal of six Southern California Back Walnut (Juglans californica) tree and three Coast
Live Oak (Qeurcus agrifolia) trees to facilitate a proposed new single-family home located at
100345 Westwanda Drive, Los Angeles, CA (the “Project”). The Board also determined that the
Project was exempt from the California Environmental Quality Act (“CEQA”)
Pursuant to Public Resources Code Section 21151(c), FWD hereby appeals the
determination that the Project is exempt from CEQA. This section of the Public Resources Code
allows any interested party to file an appeal of a CEQA determination to the public agency’s
elected decision-making body. PRA Section 21151(c) states as follows:
"If a nonelected decisionmaking body ofa local lead agency certifies an environmental
impact report, approves a negative declaration or mitigated negative declaration, or
determines that a project is not subject to this division, that certification, approval, or
determination may be appealed to the agency’s elected decisionmaking body, if any. n

The Board’s determination was made on March 7, 2018. A Notice of Exemption
(“NOE”) was not filed with the Los Angeles County Recorder. Therefore, this appeal is timely
pursuant to Public Resources Code Section 21167(d).
Appellant respectfully request that the City of Los Angeles City Council (“Council”),
after reviewing this appeal and its records, revoke and set-aside the approval of the tree removal
permit on the basis that either a Mitigated Negative Declaration (“MND”) or Environmental
Impact Report (“EIR”) is required under CEQA. While this appeal is pending, appellants further
request that all construction activities related to the Project be immediately and temporarily
stayed.
I.

APPELLANT’S STANDING

Appellant Friends of Westwanda Drive is a community organization composed of
residents of Westwanda Drive concerned who live, work and recreate in the area surrounding the
Project and would be negatively impacted if the Project was to move forward.
II.

PROJECT BACKGROUND

The Project contemplates the removal of 954 cubic yards of soil for the construction of a
3,238 single-family dwelling on approximately 4,009 square foot never-before developed steep
hillside site. The Project is located on a hillside parcel at 10034 Westwanda Drive in Benedict
Canyon (which is within the Santa Monica Mountains). Westwanda Drive is less than 20 feet in
width in at least four separate locations (otherwise known as a “substandard” street). The vacant
site is a beautiful, hillside untouched adjacent to a large habitat block officially mapped by the
Santa Monica Mountain Conservancy (“SMMC”). At the time that the Board of Public Works
considered the Tree Removal Permit, there were thirteen protected trees on the property. Six
Southern California Black Walnuts Trees were cut to their stumps in the recent past without
required permits, but have begun to grow back.
III.

THE CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT

CEQA requires that an agency analyze the potential environmental impacts of its
proposed actions in an environmental impact report except in very limited circumstances. See,
e.g., Cal. Pub. Res. Code § 21100. The EIR is the very heart of CEQA. Dunn-Edwards v.
BAAQMD (1992) 9 Cal.App.4th 644, 652. “The ‘foremost principle’ in interpreting CEQA is
that the Legislature intended the act to be read so as to afford the fullest possible protection to the
environment within the reasonable scope of the statutory language.” Communities for a Better
Environment v. Calif. Resources Agency (2002) 103 Cal. App. 4th 98, 109. CEQA applies to
agency projects that may have an adverse environmental impact. Friends ofMammoth v. Board
of Supervisors, 8 Cal.3d 247, 259 (1972); Friends ofB Street v. City ofHayward, 106
Cal.App.3d 988, 1003 (1980) (project that included removal of trees caused significant effect on
environment). CEQA has two broad purposes: 1) avoiding, reducing or preventing
environmental damage by requiring alternatives and mitigation measures (14 Cal. Code Regs. §
q15002(a)(2)-(3) (hereinafter “CEQA Guidelines”)); and 2) providing information to decision
makers and the public concerning the environmental effects of the proposed project. CEQA
Guidelines § 15002(a)(1).
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To achieve its objectives of environmental protection, CEQA has a three-tiered structure.
CEQA Guidelines § 15002(k); Comm. to Save the HollywoodlandSpecific Plan v. City ofLos
Angeles (2008) 161 Cal.App.4th 1168, 1185 - 86. First, if a project falls into an exempt category,
or it can be seen with certainty that the activity in question will not have a significant effect on
the environment, no further agency evaluation is required. Id. Second, if there is a possibility the
project will have a significant effect on the environment, the agency must perform a threshold
initial study. Id.; CEQA Guidelines § 15063(a). If the study indicates that there is no substantial
evidence that the project may cause a significant effect on the environment the agency may issue
a negative declaration. Id., CEQA Guidelines §§ 15063(b)(2), 15070. Finally, if the project will
have a significant effect on the environment, an environmental impact report (“EIR”) is required.
Id. Here, since the City proposes to exempt the Project from CEQA entirely, we are at the first
step of the CEQA process.
A strong presumption in favor of requiring preparation of an Environmental Impact Report
(“EIR”) is built into CEQA which is reflected in what is known as the “fair argument” standard,
under which an agency must prepare an EIR whenever substantial evidence in the record
supports a fair argument that a project may have a significant effect on the environment. No Oil,
Inc. v. City ofLos Angeles (1974) 13 Cal.3d 68, 75, 82; Friends of “B” St. v. City ofHaywood
(1980) 106 Cal.App.3d 988, 1002.
“The EIR is the primary means of achieving the Legislature's considered declaration that it is
the policy of this state to ‘take all action necessary to protect, rehabilitate, and enhance the
environmental quality of the state.’ [Citation.] The EIR is therefore ‘the heart of CEQA.’
[Citations.] An EIR is an ‘environmental “alarm bell” whose purpose it is to alert the public and
its responsible officials to environmental changes before they have reached ecological points of
no return.’” Laurel Heights Improvement Assn. v. Regents of University of California (1988) 47
Cal.3d 376, 392.
Under CEQA and the CEQA Guidelines, if a project is not exempt and may cause a
significant effect on the environment, the agency must prepare an EIR. PRC §§ 21100, 21151; 14
Cal. Code Regs. §15064(a)(1), (f)(1). "Significant effect upon the environment" is defined as "a
substantial or potentially substantial adverse change in the environment." PRC §21068; 14 Cal
Code Regs §15382. A project "may" have a significant effect on the environment if there is a
"reasonable probability" that it will result in a significant impact. No Oil, Inc. v. City ofLos
Angeles (1974) 13 Cal.3d 68, 83 n.16; Sundstrom v. County ofMendocino (1988) 202
Cal.App.3d 296, 309, 248 CR 352. This standard sets a "low threshold" for preparation of an
EIR. Pocket Protectors v. City of Sacramento (2004) 124 Cal.App. 4th 903, 928; Bowman v. City
ofBerkeley (2004) 122 CA4th 572, 580; Citizen Action to Serve All Students v. Thornley (1990)
222 CA3d 748, 754; Sundstrom v. County ofMendocino (1988) 202 CA3d 296, 310.
IV.

ENVIRONMENTAL DETERMINATION OF CITY

The Notice of Exemption (“NOE”) issued for 10034 Westwanda Drive asserts that the
Project is categorically exempt from CEQA under Article III, Section 1, Class 3, Category 1
(new construction of small structures - single family residences not in conjunction with the
building of two or more units). However, as explained below, the Project is not eligible for the
“single family home” exemption because of the removal of locally protected native tree species.
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V.

NON-COMPLIANCE WITH CEQA
a. Unusual Circumstances Pertaining to Biological Resources Renders
CEQA Exemption Unavailable

The Class 3 exemption is not available due to “unusual circumstances.” Application of
the so-called “single family home exemption” is limited by the factors described in section
15300.2.” An exemption should be denied if one of the exceptions listed in section 15300.2 of
the Guidelines applies. Section 15300.2, subdivision (c), of the Guidelines provides for one
such exception and states that if there is a “reasonable possibility” of a “significant effect on
the environment due to unusual circumstances,” then the categorical exception cannot apply. A
“circumstance is ‘unusual’ . . . judged relative to the typical circumstances related to an
otherwise typically exempt project.” Voices for Rural Living v. El Dorado Irr. Dist. (2012) 209
Cal.App.4th 1096, 1108-09.
Furthermore, as pointed out by the California Supreme Court in the Berkeley Hillside
Preservation case,
A party invoking the exception may establish an unusual circumstance without
evidence of an environmental effect, by showing that the project has some feature that
distinguishes it from others in the exempt class, such as its size or location. In such a
case, to render the exception applicable, the party need only show a reasonable
possibility of a significant effect due to that unusual circumstance.
Berkeley Hillside Pres., supra, 60 Cal.4th at p. 1105. The California Supreme Court,
in Berkeley Hillside Preservation, continued its analysis:
Alternatively, under our reading of the guideline, a party may establish an unusual
circumstance with evidence that the project will have a significant environmental
effect. That evidence, if convincing, necessarily also establishes “a reasonable
possibility that the activity will have a significant effect on the environment due to
unusual circumstances.”
Berkeley Hillside Pres., supra, 60 Cal.4th at p. 1105. Thus, if it can be shown, as is the case
here, that the Project will have a significant effect on the environment, that alone is sufficient
to eliminate the applicability of the categorical exemption.
Southern California Black Walnut trees are included in the City CEQA Thresholds
Guide’s1 “Sensitive Species Compendium.”

1

The Threshold Guide may be accessed at
http://www.environmentla.org/programs/Thresholds/Complete%20Threshold%20Guide%20200
6.pdf
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SCIENTIFIC NAME

Biological Resources

COMM )N NAME

OF LOS ANGELES

STATUS

ZONE*

HABITAT

Plants (Con’t)
Deinandra minthomii (Hemizonia
parryi australis)

southern tarpl nt

IB

Unknown

ET, GL, VP

Dichondra occidentals

western dicho dra

Dithyrea maritima

beach spcctac pod

4

4

CH,OW.CS, GL

ST, IB

4

Dodecahema leploceras

slender-homeyspincflowcr

CD,CS

SE, FE.1B

1

AF.CH

Dudleya b. blochmaniae
Dudleya cymosa marcest
Dudleya cymosa ovatifoh
Dudleya multicaulis

The Southern California
Black Walnut is a sensitive
species with a Class 4 status

IB

Dudleya virens

3

CS,CB,CH, GL

3

CH

3,4

CH,CS

2

CH,CS,GL

4

CH.CS

Erysimum insulare suffrutescens

suffrutcsccnt wallflower

4

unknown

CB,CD.CS

Fremontodendron mexicanum

Mexican fl/inclbush

SR, FE, IB

1,2,3

MF.CH.OW

Galium angustifolium gabrielense

San Ant lio Canyon bclstraw

4

1

MF

Galium clifionsmithii

Santa/Barbara bedstraw

4

2,4

OW

Galium johnstonii

Jol

4

unknown

MF

4

Unknown

DW.PL.GL

1A

3

CM.FM

4

Unknown

MF

Unknown

MF

Goodmania luteola
Helianthus nuttallii parishii

i's

bedstraw

I den goodmania
Angeles sunflower

Heuchera ahramsii

Abram's alumroot

Heuchera elegans

um-flowered alumroot

Hulsea vestita gabrielensis

San Gabriel Mtns. sunflower

^^ft^^^MC^californica

So.Cal. black wainm__J2^

4

rn

I

MF

U.3

CH.OW.AF
CD,CM

Juneus acutus leopoldii

southwestern spiny rush

4

4

Juncus duranii

Duran's rush

4

Unknown

MF

luisthenia glabrata coulteri

Coulter's goldfields

IB

Unknown

CM,PL,VP

l^pechiniafragrans

fragrant pitcher sage

4

3

CH

Lilium humboldtii ocellatum

occllatcd Humboldt lily

4

U.3

CH.OW.CO

Linanthus orcultii

Orcutt’s linanthus

IB

Unknown

CH.MF

l.upinus elatus

silky lupine

4

Unknown

MF

iMpinus excubitus v. johnstonii

interior bush lupine

4

Unknown

MF

iMpinus peirsonii

Pcirson's lupine

IB

Unknown

CH.CS.RW

Malacolhamnus davidsonii

Davidson's bush mallow

IB

1,3

CS,RW

Microseris douglasii v. platycarpha

small-flowered microseris

4

Unknown

OW.CS,GL

Monardella cinerea

gray monardella

4

Unknown

MF

Refer to Exhibit C-l

L.A. CEQA Thresholds Guide

City of Los Angeles

Page C-34

2006

The status of this tree is listed as “4
which means “Plants of limited distribution - a
watch list.” A footnote describing this species category is included that states “Very few of the
plants constituting List 4 meet the definitions of Section 1901, Chapter 10 (Native Plant
Protection Act) or Sections 2062 and 2067 (California Endangered Species Act) of the
California Department of Fish and Game Code, and few, if any, are eligible for
listing. Nevertheless, many of them are significant locally, and the [Department of Fish and
Game] recommends that List 4 plants be evaluated for consideration during preparation of
environmental documents relating to CEQA. This may be particularly appropriate for the type
locality of a List 4 plant, for populations at the periphery of a species’ range or in areas where
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the taxon is especially uncommon or has sustained heavy losses, or for populations exhibiting
unusual morphology or occurring on unusual substrates.” A marked-up screenshot of the
Sensitive Species Compendium Key Chart from the Thresholds Guide is shown below:
C. Biological Resources

mi m fgdmtd
^Sensitive species compendTuKT^ity of los angeles
KEY (continued)
California Native Plant Society (CNPS)
1A

Plants presumed extinct in California*

IB

Plants that are rare, threatened, or endangered in California or elsewhose1

2

Plants that are rare, threatened, or endangered in California, but more coi

3

Plants about which more information is needed - a review list4

4

Plants of limited distribution - a watch list

Habitat Code Designations - California Natural Diversity Database (CNI
AF

Alluvial Fan Sage Scrub

BW

Brackish Water

CB

Coastal Bluff Scrub

CD

Coastal Dunes

CH

Chaparral

CL

Coastal Lagoon

elsewhere

The Southern
California Black
Walnut is a “plant of
limited distribution”
that “should be
evaluated under
CEQA.”

3

All of the plants constituting Lists IA, IB. and 2 meet the definitions of Section 1901, Chapter 10 (Native
Plant Protection Act) or Sections 2062 and 2067 (California Endatnered Species Act) of the California
Department of Fish and Came Code, and are eligible fo/listing. According to the DFG, ifthe taxa on List
lA are rediscovered, they should be fully consic
during preparation of environmental documents
relating to CEQA| IaslJJLmmiI 1 hAimPi iftuuAi'd
TrtVrrW i/nrii
iration of environmental
'relating to CEQA.
4 Some of the plants constituting List 3 meet the definitions of Section 1901, Chapter 10 (Native Puttn
Protection Act) or Sections 2062 and 2067 (California Endangered Species Act) of the California
Department of Fish and Came Code, and are eligible for listing. The DFG recommends that List 3 plants
fce evaluatedfor consideration during preparation ofenvironmental documents relating to CF.QA ^0^
5 Very
alive Plant
tituting List 4 meet the definitions of Section 1901
and ZUb/ (Lalijorma Endangered Spedes Act) of the California
Protection Act) or Sections
Department ofFish and Game Code, and few, if any. are eligible for listing. Nevertheless, many of them
are significant locally, and the DFG recommends that List 4 plants be evaluatedfor consideration during
preparation ofenvironmental documents relating to CEQA. This may be particularly appropriate for the
type locality of a List 4 plant, for populations at the periphery of a species' range or in areas where the
taxon is especially uncommon or has sustained heavy losses, or for populations exhibiting unusual

rHr

^^norghologuMccurrin^jrumusua^ubstrates^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

City of Los Angeles

LA. CEQA Thresholds Guide

Page C-28

2006

Based on the threat to this native tree, in 2006 the City adopted Ordinance 177404 to
amend its Protected Tree Ordinance. The Southern California Black Walnut was added to the
list of protected trees and their removal was prohibited without the issuance of a tree removal
permit and a determination from the Board of Public Works that removal was “necessary” in
order to allow for “reasonable development. •n
Notably, the City Planning Commission made the following finding when it
recommended approval to the City Council for the amended Protected Tree Ordinance:
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“In accordance with Charter Section 556, the proposed ordinance (Appendix A) is in
substantial conformance with the purposes, intent, and provisions of the General Plan.
It implements Policy 3 of Section 6: Endangered Species of the Conservation Element 2
of the General Plan by revising regulations concerning endangered species; and Policy
4 of Section 103: Habitats of the Conservation Element of the General Plan by creating
legislation that encourages and facilitates protection of local native plant and animal
habitats. It also implements the California Environmental Quality Act by designating
Juglans californica var. californica as a protected species, consistent with the
recommendations of the California Native Plant Society (6th. Inventory of Endangered
Species, RED Code 4-4-4) that this “locally significant” species be “evaluated for
consideration during the preparation of environmental documents relating to CEQA.”
The City Council adopted the Planning Commission’s findings. Policy 3 of Section 6:
Endangered Species of the Conservation Element of the General Plan states:
“Policy 3: continue to support legislation that encourages and facilitates protection of
endangered, threatened, sensitive and rare species and their habitats and habitat
corridors.”
Policy 4 of the Habitats portion of the Conservation Element of the General Plan states:
“Policy 4: continue to support legislation that encourages and facilitates protection of
local native plant and animal habitats.
Here, the unusual circumstances are the existence of juglans californica var. californica
species individuals and Coast Live Oak (Qeurcus agrifolia) species individuals on the Project
site which the Project would negatively impact. Both of these trees are locally protected
species. The City Council’s findings and the implementing City’s official CEQA Thresholds
Guide quoted above constitute an authorized and definitive legislative finding that this
particular project’s special circumstances would have a significant impact on biological
resources.

2 The Conservation Element clearly lays out the rationale for regulation and protection: “Without
protection of habitats suitable for species propagation, entire species of native plants and animals
gradually will decline or become extinct. A couple of hundred plants and animals that live in Los
Angeles habitats are listed on the federal and/or state endangered, threatened or species of
special concern lists. Within the Santa Monica Mountains National Recreation Area alone 26
plants and animals are classified as rare, threatened or endangered and 58 more have been placed
on the list of species of special concern by the National Park Service. Within the city more than
180 plant and animal species are listed by the Environmental Affairs Department for the city as a
whole.”
3 It appears that the original source document incorrectly states the section number where the
Habitats” portion of the Conservation Element is found. The “Habitats” section is located in
Section 12 (not Section 10).
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The City’s official CEQA Thresholds Guide states:
A project would normally have a significant impact on biological resources if it could
result in:
• The loss of individuals, or the reduction of existing habitat, of a state or federal
listed endangered, threatened, rare, protected, or candidate species, or a Species
of Special Concern or federally listed critical habitat;
• The loss of individuals or the reduction of existing habitat of a locally
designated species or a reduction in a locally designated natural habitat or plant
community;

It is clear that this is a parallel to the definition of a “sensitive biological resource” found in
that same document:
For the purposes of the Thresholds Guide, a sensitive biological resource is defined as
follows:
- A plant or animal that is currently listed by a state or federal agency(ies) as
endangered, threatened, rare, protected, sensitive or a Species of Special
Concern or federally listed critical habitat;
- A plant or animal that is currently listed by a state or federal agency(ies) as a
candidate species or proposed for state or federal listing; or
- A locally designated or recognized species or habitat.
The quoted statement from the CEQA Thresholds Guide above, in combination with the
definition of a sensitive biological resource and the requirement that the description of the
environmental setting include a “statement of the potential for existing sensitive
resources, based upon review of Exhibit C-7’ make it clear that California Black Walnut trees
are a sensitive resource in the City of Los Angeles and that, therefore, the presumption is that
the Project will have a significant impact on biological resources. This certainly meets the
required showing that there is “a reasonable possibility that the activity will have a significant
effect on the environment due to unusual circumstances” as required by Berkeley Hillside
Pres., supra, 60 Cal.4th at p. 1105.
b. Project is Not Exempt from CEQA Because the City Has Proposed
Mitigation Measures in the Form of Specialized Conditions of Approval
for the Project
Significantly, in evaluating whether a categorical exemption may apply, a public
agency may not rely on mitigation measures as a basis for concluding that a project is
categorically exempt, or as a basis for determining that one of the significant effects exceptions
does not apply. Salmon Prot. & Watershed Network v. Cnty. ofMarin (2004) 125 Cal.App.4th
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1098. As held in Salmon, if a project requires mitigation measures it cannot be approved via
categorical exemption:
Only those projects having no significant effect on the environment are categorically
exempt from CEQA review. (Pub. Resources Code, §§ 21080, subd.(b)(9), 21084, subd.
(a).) If a project may have a significant effect on the environment, CEQA review must
occur and only then are mitigation measures relevant. (Azusa Land Reclamation Co. v.
Main San Gabriel Basin Watermaster (1997) 52 Cal.App.4th 1165, 1199-2000.)
Mitigation measures may support a negative declaration but not a categorical
exemption.
Salmon Prot. & Watershed Network v. Cnty. ofMarin, supra, 125 Cal.App.4th at p. 1102. A
City may condition a project on compliance with regulations of general application, but a City
may not apply site specific environmental mitigation measures in order to reach an exemption
determination. San Francisco Beautiful v. City & Cnty. of San Francisco (2014) 226
Cal.App.4th 1012, 1032. The City sought to deem this project “exempt” from City by relying
of an environmental mitigation measure namely, the planting of replacement trees on the
property. The City has previously claimed that tree replanting is a “Regulatory Compliance
Measure.” But, the tree replanting measure does not even appear in the City’s published list of
Regulatory Compliance Measures. The Staff Report to the City Planning Commission for the
amended Protected Tree Ordinance affirms that the City views replanting as an environmental
mitigation measure. In response to a paragraph labeled “Oversight of the regulations and
enforcement of the regulations” the Staff Report states as follows: “The Street Tree Division of
the Board of Public Works is responsible for oversight of the regulations. Enforcement comes
in several ways. One, applicants for building permits are required to list protected trees on their
site plans. Two, as part of any required environmental review, a plot plan of the site showing
all trees must be submitted, and a mitigation for removal of any protected trees is required, in
accordance with Code requirements.” Even the City’s CEQA Threshold Guide lists
“revegetation” after project construction as a “sample mitigation measure.” CEQA Threshold
Guide, Page C-8. Even the developer’s own arborist referred to the replacement trees as
“mitigation” in the Protected Tree Report (“PTR”) prepared for the Project. The arborist also
prepared a “Mitigation Plan” for the Project. There is no absolute requirement to plant
mitigation trees under the Los Angeles Municipal Code. The Board of Public Works is merely
authorized to condition a tree removal permit on the replacement of the tree. The City’s
Protected Tree Ordinance states as follows:
The Board of Public Works or its authorized officer or employee may [r]equire as a
condition of a grant of permit for the relocation or removal of a protected tree, that the
permittee replace the tree within the same property boundaries by at least two trees of a
protected variety included within the definition set forth in Section 46.01 of this Code,
in a manner acceptable to the Board.
LAMC § 46.02(c). The Protected Tree Ordinance uses the word “may
not “shall.” This is
significant. The tree replacements that are traditionally conditioned by the Board of Public
Works are discretionary environmental mitigation measures. They are not mandatory
“regulatory compliance measures” of general application. Again, under Salmon, the City
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cannot use a mitigation measure to reach a determination that a project is exempt from CEQA4.
This is fundamental black letter CEQA law.
c. The Mitigation Measures Mandated by the City Are Inadequate Because
the Tree Replanting Plan is Horticultural^ Unsound
Moreover, the environmental mitigation measures mandated by the Board of Public
Works - the planting of 12 mitigation trees is inadequate. The trees are proposed to be planted
around the perimeter of the property in close proximity to one another. This is horticulturally
unsound. The replacement trees are planted far too close to each other. They will not be able to
grow to full maturity as currently proposed. The “mitigation” is therefore illusory.
d. The Applicant Failed to Disclose Impacts to Additional Protected Trees
Caused by Project
The Project’s retaining walls and other grading activity may cause harm and damage to other
protected trees as acknowledged in the Protected Tree Report. As a result, the applicant is
required to obtain a Tree Removal Permit from the Board of Public Works - even if the death of
the tree remains unknown. The Board issued the Tree Removal permit in error when it failed to
recognize the full scope of the project’s impacts.
e. The Project is Located Within the Santa Monica Mountains Zone and
Therefore Cannot be Exempted from CEQA
CEQA Guidelines Section 15300.2 - labeled “Exceptions” - outlines six situations where an
exemption may not be used. The Project is not eligible for an exemption due to its location.
“(a) Location. Classes 3, 4, 5, 6, and 11 are qualified by consideration of where the
project is to be located -- a project that is ordinarily insignificant in its impact on the
environment may in a particularly sensitive environment be significant. Therefore, these
classes are considered to apply all instances, except where the project may impact on an
environmental resource of hazardous or critical concern where designated, precisely
mapped, and officially adopted pursuant to law by federal, state, or local agencies.
CEQA Guidelines Section 153002.
As explained in the CEQA Guidelines, “a project that is ordinarily insignificant in its
impact on the environment may in a particularly sensitive environment be significant.” CEQA
Guidelines Section 15300.2(a). An exemption does not apply where the project may impact on
an environmental resource of hazardous or critical concern where designated, precisely mapped,
and officially adopted pursuant to law by federal, state, or local agencies.
4 Further, the Grading Division has issued a Geology and Soils Report Approval Letter
for the Project. This letter contains numerous conditions of approval. Many of these conditions
are not simply applications of the California Building Code or existing City of Los Angeles
regulations. The fact that the Geology Report contains specialized mitigation measures renders
the application of a categorical exemption in appropriate and unlawful.
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In this case, the Class 3 single family home exemption cannot be used because the Project
is located with the Santa Monica Mountains Zone (“Zone”). The Zone was established by the
Legislature via the Santa Monica Mountains Conservancy Act, which is codified at Section
33001 of the Public Resources Code. The Act states as follows:
"The Legislature hereby finds and declares that the Santa Monica Mountains Zone, as
defined in Section 33105, is a unique and
valuable economic, environmental, agricultural, scientific, educational, and
recreational resource that should be held in trust for present and future generations; that,
as the last large undeveloped area contiguous to the shoreline within the greater Los
Angeles metropolitan region, comprised of Los Angeles and Ventura Counties, it
provides essential relief from the urban environment; that it exists as a single
ecosystem in which changes that affect one part may also affect all other parts; and that
the preservation and protection of this resource is in the public interest."
The Legislature itself declared that the Santa Monica Mountains Zone is
a unique and valuable environmental resource that provided essential relief from the urban
environment. Notwithstanding the habitat maps, all of the Santa Monica Mountains comprise an
environmental resource of critical concern. The Santa Monica Mountains Conservancy Act goes
on to say the following:
“in the absence of a governmental mechanism to perform such evaluations, piecemeal
development projects were occurring within the zone which resulted in
the irreplaceable loss of open space and recreational resources, in the physical and
biological deterioration of air, land, and water systems within the zone, and adversely
affected regional life-support systems, including fish and wildlife, therefore being
harmful to the needs of the present and future population of the region.”
The Legislature further declared at PRC Section 33008 that:
“there are existing problems of substandard lots, incompatible land uses, conflicts with
recreational use, and inadequate resource protection which, in some cases, cannot be
addressed in a feasible manner by local government exercise of the police power or
federal land acquisition as part of the Santa Monica Mountains National Recreation Area,
and that it is necessary to enact the provisions of this division as a complement to the full
exercise of the police power by local governments . . .”
The Legislature also stated that “the people of the State of California have an interest in
the protection of resources and the use of lands acquired or managed by the conservancy
pursuant to this division, and that the conservancy in carrying out its duties pursuant to this
division acts on behalf of the State of California.”
In sum, the use of the Class 3 single-family home exemption cannot be used for this
project because it is located within the Santa Monica Mountains Zone. Environmental review
pursuant to CEQA is required because the mountains are an environmental resource of critical
concern that have been designed and precisely mapped pursuant to state law.
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f. The Project is Located Within Mapped Hazardous Zones
CEQA Guidelines Section 15300.2(a) specifically excepts a project such as this from the
single-family home exemption “where the project may impact on an environmental resource of
hazardous or critical concern” where officially designated. Here, the property has been officially
mapped in a “Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zone” due to its location in a fire-prone hillside
area of the City.
The City has defined the “Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zone” as follows:
“Any area within the City of Los Angeles that poses a significant threat of fire from
adjoining natural brush hillside areas and which is determined by the following factors:
topography, infrastructure, fire protection, population density, types of construction, weather,
existing fire codes and ordinances, and fire history.”
LAMC Section 57.202. The City’s Zone Information and Map Access System (“ZIMAS”)
describes the Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zone as follows:
“Lands designated by the City of Los Angeles Fire Department pursuant to Government
Code 51178 that were identified and recommended to local agencies by the Director of
Forestry and Fire Protection based on criteria that includes fuel loading, slope, fire weather,
and other relevant factors. These areas must comply with the Brush Clearance Requirements
of the Fire Code. The Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zone (VHFHSZ) was first established
in the City of Los Angeles in 1999 and replaced the older ‘Mountain Fire District’ and
‘Buffer Zone.
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Further, the property has been officially mapped in a liquefaction zone as evidence by the
City’s ZIMAS.
It simply cannot be disputed that these zones have been officially designated pursuant to law
and that they represent an “environmental resource of hazardous concern.” Therefore, the Project
cannot be exempted from CEQA.
g. Unusual Circumstances Related to Noise and Geology and Soils Remove
the Ability of the City to Use a CEQA Exemption for the Project
Further, the Project will have significant environmental impacts with regard to noise and
geology and soils. The City has acknowledged these potentially foreseeable impacts unique to
hillside communities when they analyzed a proposal to grade a similar amount of dirt for a
nearby project at 8426 W Brier Drive in Laurel Canyon in November of 2017. See ENV-20152587-MND.
The MND for the Brier Project with regard to noise said,
“Construction activities can generate varying degrees of vibration depending on the
construction procedures and they type of equipment used. High levels of vibration may
cause physical personal injury or damage to buildings. The operation of construction
equipment generates vibrations that spread through the ground...With mitigation
measures a less than significant environmental impact may resultfor the project”
12

Mitigation measure 12-20 was then adopted for the Brier Project - which went above and
beyond what the municipal code required. The City also concluded that the Brier Drive project
would have a potentially significant impact on geology and soils. These are unusual
circumstances that warrant an MND or EIR for the Project.
VI.

REQUEST FOR RELIEF

Appellant respectfully request that the City of Los Angeles City Council (“Council”),
after reviewing this appeal and its records, revoke and set-aside the approval of the tree removal
permit on the basis that environmental review is required under CEQA. While this appeal is
pending, appellants further request that all permit and tree removal activities related to the
Project be immediately and temporarily stayed.
Finally, this appeal is made to exhaust administrative remedies concerning the tree
removal permit and incorporates by reference all objections made by residents to the Board of
Public Works. Please note that Appellant reserves the right to supplement the justifications for
appeal presented. I trust the City sill agendize this appeal promptly so that it can reviewed by the
Public Works and Gang Reduction Committee (and thereafter the City Council).
Sincerely,

Jamie T. Hall
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CITY OF LOS ANGELES

COUNTY CLERK'S USE

CITY CLERK'S USE

OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK
ROOM 395, CITY HALL
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90012
CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT

NOTICE OF EXEMPTION
(Articles II and III - City CEQA Guidelines)
Submission of this form is optional. The form shall be filed with the County Clerk, 12400 E. Imperial Highway, Norwalk, California, 90650, pursuant to
Public Resources Code Section 21152(b). Pursuant to Public Resources Code Section 21167(d), the filing of this notice starts a 35-day statute of
limitations on court challenges to the approval of the project.

LEAD CITY AGENCY AND ADDRESS:

City of Los Angeles
Bureau of Street Services
Urban Forestry Division
1149 S. Broadway, Suite 400
Los Angeles, CA 90015

COUNCIL DISTRICT
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PROJECT TITLE: 10034 Westwanda Drive

LOG RE1-745954991

PROJECT LOCATION: 10034 Westwanda Drive
DESCRIPTION OF NATURE, PURPOSE, AND BENEFICIARIES OF PROJECT: The lot is
approximately 4,009 square feet with a first floor foot print of approximately 3,238 square feet. There are
Thirteen protected trees on site The owner is proposing to construct a new residence. Due to the required
grading to build the new home. Three Coast Live Oaks (Quercus agrifolia) trees will need to be removed and
six California Black Walnut Stumps (Juglans californica). The remaining four protected trees on site shall be
protected during the course of construction. Protective fencing has been installed. Mitigation shall be planting
twelve 24 inch box Coast Live Oaks and shall be Bonded for period of three years to insure the survivability of
the trees.
NAME OF PERSON OR AGENCY CARRYING OUT PROJECT, IF OTHER THAN LEAD AGENCY:
Armen Melkonians

CONTACT PERSON :Armen Melkonians

TELEPHONE NUMBER
310 247-0834

EXEMPT STATUS: (Check One)
□ MINISTERIAL
□ DECLARED EMERGENCY
□ EMERGENCY PROJECT
□ GENERAL EXEMPTION
I3 CATEGORICAL EXEMPTION*
□ STATUTORY*

CITY CEQA
GUIDELINES
Art. II, Sec. 2.b
Art. II, Sec. 2.a(1)
Art. II, Sec. 2.a(2)(3)
Art. II, Sec. 1
Art. Ill, Sec. 1 Class_3_ Cat. 1
Art.
., Sec.
Class

Cat

STATE CEQA
GUIDELINES
Sec. 15268
Sec. 15269(a)
Sec. 15269(b)(c)
Sec. 15061(b)(3)
Sec. 15300.2
Sec.

* See Public Resources Code Sec. 21080 and set forth state and city guidelines provisions.

JUSTIFICATION FOR PROJECT EXEMPTION:
The tree removals and replacement plantings are exempt under Article III, Section 1, Class 3, Category 1 (new construction
of small structures - single family residence not in conjunction with the building of two or more units) of the City of Los
Angeles Environmental Quality Act Guidelines (2002) it may be possible that the removal of protected trees may be exempt
when part of the construction of a single family home.

F FILED BY APPLICANT, ATTACH CERTIFIED DOCUMENT OF EXEMPTION FINDING
SIGNATURE:
FEE: $

RECEIPT NO.
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Superintendent

DATE:
1/10/18

REC'D BY
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